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ABSTRACT 
The most major requirements of Mission critical network are data integrity, authentication, confidentiality, non-repudiation and 
service availability. Most of the earlier implementations use dynamic network scheme alone for imposing confidentiality but 
mostly proved to be less secure with the presence of many internal eavesdropper in intermediate nodes. This is because, the 
security is present during communication only i.e., only message integrity is ensured and not the confidentiality. Hence we are 
trying to include a confidentiality scheme to provide maximum security throughout the lifetime of networks. To provide 
confidentiality we propose message encoding over long blocks of information which are transmitted over different paths using 
multi-hop communications. In this paper we present a scheme of achieving perfect secrecy using dynamic network control, 
called APSDN, which achieves confidentiality using end-to-end dynamic encoding scheme that encodes messages across 
multiple packets, and combined at destination for recovery.  The experiment results maximum information flow and reduces 
the security cost for private channel.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In some scenarios (e.g., tactical, financial, medical), confidentiality of communicated information 

between the nodes is necessary, so that data intended to (or originated from) a node is not known by any 

other nodes. Even in scenarios where the confidentiality is not necessary, it may be dangerous to assume that 

nodes will always remain safe for data exchange. The process of keeping the information of nodes 

confidential can be viewed as a precaution to avoid a captured node from gaining access to information from 

other uncaptured nodes. 

In this paper, we consider wireless networks in which messages are carried between the source 

destination pairs in a multi-hop fashion via intermediate nodes. Multi-hop networks use two or more wireless 

networks to convey information from a source to a destination. Mobile ad hoc networks have several practical 

applications including battlefield communication, emergency first response, and public safety systems. In a 

multi-hop network, as data packets are transferred, the intermediate nodes collects all or part of the information 

directly by forwarding data packets or overhearing the transmissions of the nearby nodes. In this case there is a 

problem in transferring confidential messages via multi-hop networks. In this paper, efficient algorithms were 

build for confidential multiuser communication over this multi-hop wireless networks without the source-

destination pairs having to share any secret key prior. The metric used to achieve this equivocation rate. It is 

the mutual information leakage rate to the relay nodes. This rate is required to be arbitrarily small with high 

probability. 
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Fig. 1: Diamond network 

 

Let the information bit be denoted as ‘b’. Then with P(N=0)=P(N=1)=1/2, the source generates a noise 

bit N at random, . At first source node transmits N to relay 1 and b⊕N to relay 2. Then, the relay nodes forward 

these bits to the destination. Finally the destination node reconstructs the original bit by a simple xor 

operation: b=N⊕(b⊕N). 

Let us assume a source and a destination which wants to communicate the information securely between 

them. Consider the multi-hop network given in fig. 2 as an example. In our case to simply state, the source node 

adds some random noise to the information bit and sends the noise corrupted message and the noise over 

different paths, which can then be combined at the destination. 

In this paper we explicitly consider, 

a) To achieve confidentiality, one needs to encode blocks of information across multiple packets. We 

develop a novel adaptive end-to-end encoding scheme, that takes certain observations from the network and 

chooses the appropriate code rate to maintain confidentiality for each block of data. 

b) In a multi-hop network, each node possibly overhears the transmission of a packet multiple times as it is 

transmitted over multiple hops. We take into account such accumulation of information over multiple 

transmissions, in which each intermediate node has only one path crossing. 

c) We combine a variety of strategies developed in the context of information theoretic secrecy with basic 

net-working mechanisms such as flow control and routing. Such a unifying framework is non-existent in the 

literature as it pertains to multi-hop information transmission. For that purpose, we model the entire problem as 

that of a network utility maximization, in which confidentiality is incorporated as an additional constraint and 

develop the associated dynamic flow control, routing, and scheduling mechanisms. 

d) We take into account wireless channel variations in our scheduling and routing policies as well as end-to-

end encoding scheme for confidentiality. For that purpose, we assume that transmitters have perfect 

instantaneous channel state information (CSI) of their own channels. 

 
 

Fig. 2: Multi-hop network 

 

II. Related Work: 

The works related to mission critical networks are found in the literature. In the paper [1], there has been a 

wide interest on the variations of the wiretap channel and how to provide secrecy in various multiuser and 

network information theoretic scenarios, mainly under the single hop setting. In [2], [3], opportunistic secrecy 

was introduced, which allows channel variations due to fading in order to achieve secrecy, even when the 

eavesdropper has a higher average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Achieving delay-limited secrecy and outage 

capacity of the wiretap channel were studied in [4]. The use of multiple antennas for secrecy under a variety of 
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assumptions has been considered in [5], [6]. Multiuser communication with secrecy using jamming and relaying 

techniques in the presence of eavesdropper was studied in [7]. 

In the multi-hop setting, [8], [9] studies the secrecy capacity scaling problem. In [10] Exploitation of path 

diversity to achieve secrecy from external eavesdroppers was studied and for secrecy via mobility in [11]. 

In [12] a method is given that modifies any given linear network code into a new code that is secure requiring a 

large field size. Later, [13] generalized and simplified the method in [14], and showed that the problem of 

making a linear network code secure is equivalent to the problem of finding a linear code with certain 

generalized distance properties. Along the same lines, [15] investigates secure communication over wireline 

networks where a node can observe one of an arbitrarily selected collection of secure link sets. In [16], a 

different notion of security referred to as packet-level security is used, where it is sufficient that the 

eavesdropper does not correctly decode the message, i.e., it does not guarantee full equivocation. In 

addition, [16] assumes availability of private secure channels between source and destination nodes that are not 

accessible to the eavesdropper, but are more costly. The objective is to minimize the use of private channels 

subject to a required level of security in order to understand the trade-off between the security level and the cost 

incurred by security. 

Recently, we have investigated the cross-layer resource allocation problem with confidentiality in a cellular 

wireless network, where users transmit information to the base station, confidentially from the other users. The 

overall drawbacks of all these papers are, there is no security considerations, the cost of private channel are 

higher, and only minimum number of bits should be transmitted over the private channel. To overcome all these 

drawbacks, this paper introduces a new scheme of using dynamic network along with multi-hop communication 

technique. 

 

III. System Model: 

The information is exchanged over a noisy channel in and it is a simple model for data transmission. An 

alternative protocol is used to exchange the bit between the source and destination nodes. First, using public 

channel along with the bit to be transmitted between the sender and the receiver and find the error in the data. 

Second, finding the availability of a secret channel is considered.  

Let x and y be finite sets, X and Y be the random variables distributed over x and y respectively. Let f be a 

function from x * y to {0, 1}. Source node Sx knows the value of X and destination node Dy knows the value of 

Y. Sx and Dy communicate according to a predetermined protocol, in order to exchange their values for to 

compute f. An eavesdropper, who knows both the protocol and the function f, listens to the communication to 

obtain information about f(X, Y). The nodes   Sx and Dy want to make sure that for every value(x, y) of (X, Y) 

the eavesdropper’s probabilities of {f (X, Y) = 1} before and after the communication takes place. For every (x, 

y) ∈ x and y, the nodes involved in communication specifies the following sequence:  

< Ti, Bi , Si >, i = 1,..., N,            (1) 

Where,  

Ti describes the originator of the i-th bit (Sx), Bi describes the bit itself (0 or 1),Si denotes the channel used 

(secure or public), and N is the total number of bits that was communicated in (1). An eavesdropper who knows 

the originator Ti of each bit can decode only the bits that was communicated publicly. Its modified sequence is 

as follows:  

< Ti, Bi′, Si >, i = 1,..., N,            (2) 

Where,  

Bi′= {Bi if Si=public, 0 if Si=secure. 

If Si = secure, the eavesdropper will have to guess the value of Bi. A protocol is said to be ∈−secure if for 

all transmission sequences e = < (Ti,Bi,Si)>, and in (2) the eavesdropper’s a priori and a posterior probabilities 

of f(X,Y) = 1 are ∈−close. 

 

IV. Scope of Research: 

Consider the process of exchanging information between the sender and the receiver through various 

available channels with the presence of eavesdroppers. Consider Fig. 3. Thus, it is important that, we have to use 

the private channels for data transmission. Due to this private channel the overall cost and delay in the 

transmission must be decreased. The issues of the communication are complexity, security, and energy/delay 

performance cost.  
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Fig. 3: Dynamic network coding 

 

Our approach considers communication complexity where problem of streaming a file by exchanging 

information over wireless channels in the presence of an eavesdropper is considered. Two channels are used for 

data transmission they are the public and the private channel and use the single and multiple users for data 

transmission.  

It is required that the source delivers the information to the destination while keeping it secret from the 

eavesdropper. It is required that the source deliver the file to the destination while keeping it secret from the 

eavesdropper. The hacker receive the packets through the wireless channels but those received packets are less 

than the target value. To transmit the packet reliably let us assume that the source uses the following method of 

transmission. Two types of costs are considered. They are the cost for the extra energy spent and cost of the 

extra delay required, transmit through the private channel.The main objective is to find the minimum number of 

packets that the source transmits through the private channel in order to minimize an appropriate cost subject to 

the secrecy requirement.  
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Fig. 4: Proposed Architecture 

 

Consider Fig. 4. The administrator acts as a user and it stores large amounts of data or files in their 

database.User1 acts as a source and it sends one request for registration to the administrator. The administrator 

issue the certificate for registration to the source. The source node registers all the details that includes (name, 

password, first name, gender, user type, date of birth, port number, address, city, state, cell no, email id) in order 

to get the certificate from the administration. After obtaining the certificate the source logins to transmit the files 

to the receiver. Eavesdropper is a person that acts as a third party. If we transmit the files from the sender to the 

receiver in the presence of eavesdropper it may have the chance to hack the files. Eavesdropper then changes the 

contents or doing some modifications in the files send from the sender to the receiver. Some problems will 

occur. DNC is used to shows the attacked files and with the original files, clear that problems and send the 

original message to the destination. Otherwise it sends original files directly to the destination. After overcome 

the problems found in transmitting the files from the sender to the receiver. Finally the original file is received 

by the user2 (destination) from the user1 (source). 

 

V. Experimental Results: 

The performance metrics that are to be calculated here is the Signal to Noise ratio, Error detection, cost and 

delay. Cost in the private channel and delay are to be reduced. Error detection is to be increased. In this paper 

many other performance metrics such as Network Delay and Packet Transfer Delay are calculated. 

 

A. Network delay: 

Network delay may happen during the exchange of data between the sender and the receiver. Due to traffic 

in network, delay may occur. Delay means how long it takes time to send the message to the receiver or when 

the receiver gets those information from the sender. The sender takes the delay of the network and find where 

the delay occurs, and they divide the delay into several parts:  

  Processing delay  

  Queuing delay  

  Transmission delay 

  Propagation delay  

  Queuing delay  

  Transmission delay  

  Propagation delay 
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A. Packet transfer delay: 

Packet transfer delay is also a performance metrics. The sender send the data or information to the receiver, 

it first split the data in to some packet size it may depend on the user. Due to, the transmission of channels or 

any hackers involved in that it takes some delay to reach the receiver. Sometimes the packet may be loss due to 

any traffic in the channels over the wireless networks.  

The file is distributed among multiple nodes, where the nodes are required to exchange their portions of the 

file until all nodes possess the entire file. Nodes can choose to transmit through public channels to which an 

eavesdropper may have direct access or through private secure channels that are not accessible to the 

eavesdropper. Direct access or through private secure channels that are not accessible to the eavesdropper. 

Random Network Coding was used. But, the network costs and other system parameters were just defined as 

constants.  

 
Fig. 5: Proposed system graph for Security Parameter the existing system.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Existing system graph for security parameters 

 

The proposed system graph in Fig. 5 denotes the value of error detection, cost and delay. X axis represents 

the optimal number of nodes n and y axis represents the security parameters such as the error detection, cost and 

delay. In this proposed paper, the error detection is 98%, cost is reduced to 10.6 and delay is reduced to 18% .So 

the proposed system is better compared to the existing system in Fig. 6. 

 

Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have experimented secrecy of routes by using Dynamic network coding (DNC) scheme in 

multihop wireless network. The issue of secure transmissions in a mission critical network in which a file is 

required to be delivered while keeping it secure from an eavesdropper is considered and a lifetime solution is 

obtained. The results shows the tradeoff between achieving a certain level and the cost incurred. Also it reduces 

the security cost compared to the case where private channels are used. 
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